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Monday 2nd March 2020 

Oak class – change of teacher 

Dear Parent/Carer  

 

I am writing to you to let you know that Mr Heard has secured a new job in a different setting which 

he will start after Easter. Unfortunately, and unavoidably, this does mean a change of teacher for 

your child from Monday 20th April 2020. I appreciate this is far from ideal, especially given the fact 

that your child is in their final year of Primary school and rapidly heading towards SATs. This is an 

unprecedented change but not a decision Mr Heard has taken lightly – he has secured himself a 

tremendous opportunity with Dorset Wellbeing, in a permanent post (Mr Heard is currently working 

here under a short term ‘Maternity Contract’ which we believed would end in July 2020).  

 

Whilst we are pleased for Mr Heard we have needed to work strategically behind the scenes to 

recruit the best possible teacher to carry Oak class forward after Easter. With this in mind the 

governors have created an ‘Assistant Headteacher’ position for KS2 leadership - I am confident this 

new teacher will ensure Oak class have an enjoyable, stable and quality Summer term in 2020.  

 

After a competitive interview and selection process, I am pleased to share that Mr Phillip Dean will 

be joining us at Sandford St Martin’s in April, immediately after Easter. Mr Dean currently works at 

Longfleet Primary in Poole and joins us with significant Primary School experience, his most recent role 

being Year 4 team leader across 3 primary classes, but he has also led Year 6 for a number of years. 

He is familiar and experienced with all things ‘Year 6’ including the SATs tests.  As Assistant 

Headteacher Mr Dean will have responsibilities for teaching, learning and behaviour across Key 

Stage 2, replacing Mrs Tucker’s previous role in the main. This is an exciting step forward for us in Year 

6 and beyond.  

 

Mr Dean has taught across the whole of Key Stage 2, is experienced with Behaviour, Maths, English, 

Art and Science and has a particular interest (and skill) in ensuring every child is fully engaged in all 

lessons.  He has high standards of presentation and core learning. Mr Dean comes to us with 

experience of leading Science across a large primary school and is also part of an academy wide 

curriculum development team, incorporating the whole primary curriculum. He also reads and 

researches widely on positive classroom strategies to support children with working memory, recall 

and ‘cognitive load’. This was all highly evident in what I observed in his classroom when I visited and 

on the interview day recently. He is a highly professional, approachable, experienced, passionate 

and committed teacher and I know he will take your children (and Key Stage Two as a whole) 

forward rapidly. 

 

It would be too much to ask Mr Dean to attend our two parents evenings next week due to his 

current teaching commitments and workload at Longfleet Primary, but Mr Dean will be arranging 

some whole day visits to Oak class closer to the Easter holidays to meet and teach the class, receive 

handover information from Mr Heard, to work with Mrs Oliver/Miss Jones/Mrs Hardy and to provide 

opportunities to meet Oak parents. We are committed to as smooth a transition as possible and will 

let you know the dates of his visit ASAP. Through the Summer term the usual events in the Year 6 

calendar will still go ahead (sailing, Dragon’s apprentice, end of year production) with Mrs Pampin 

and I continuing to prioritise supporting Mr Dean and Miss Jones with Yr 6 SATs preparation for May.  

 

We wish Mr Heard all the very best and know you will all wish him well too. I am sorry it has taken this 

long to share the full story, but I hope you understand these announcements are best made with the 

full situation/details known rather than any gaps or further uncertainty. Schools also have to agree 

when the name of a teacher who is leaving is made public, and we needed to respect Mr Dean, his 

current Year 4 class and Longfleet Primary in this regard, as well as thinking about the best timing for 

Oak class children and parents to be informed. 
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Mr Heard shared this news with Oak class this morning. We have learnt from feedback from Pine 

parents, when Mrs Tucker left, that receiving a letter such as this by wisepay before the end of the 

school day supports parents to be able to support their child if you feel they would be upset or 

wobbly after school.  

 

I thank you for your trust, support and understanding in this complex situation.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Mr Paul Beveridge,  

Headteacher 


